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Abstract

The tremendous diversity of Hymenoptera is commonly attributed to the evolution of parasitoidism in the last common ancestor of parasitoid sawflies (Orussidae) and wasp-waisted Hymenoptera (Apocrita). However, Apocrita and Orussidae differ dramatically in their species richness, indicating that the diversification of Apocrita was promoted by additional traits. These traits have remained elusive due to a paucity of sawfly genome sequences, in particular those of parasitoid sawflies. Here, we present comparative analyses of draft genomes of the primarily phytophagous sawfly Athalia rosae and the parasitoid sawfly Orussus abietinus. Our analyses revealed that the ancestral hymenopteran genome exhibited traits that were previously considered unique to eusocial Apocrita (e.g., low transposable element content and activity) and a wider gene repertoire than previously thought (e.g., genes for CO2 detection). Moreover, we discovered that Apocrita evolved a significantly larger array of odorant receptors than sawflies, which could be relevant to the remarkable diversification of Apocrita by enabling efficient detection and reliable identification of hosts.
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Introduction

Hymenoptera (sawflies, wasps, ants, and bees) represent one of the four mega-diverse insect orders. It is estimated to comprise over one million species and currently includes over 153,000 described species (Aguiar et al. 2013). The transition from an ancestral ectophytophagous lifestyle, retained by the majority of sawflies ("Symphyta"), to parasitoidism, a lifestyle in which a larva develops by feeding upon and killing a single host specimen, is generally considered the most important factor that promoted the diversification of Hymenoptera (Mrinalini and Werren 2017; Peters et al. 2017). Results from phylogenetic analyses imply that this transition occurred only once during the evolution of Hymenoptera: in the stem lineage of the parasitoid sawfly family Orussidae and the wasp-waisted Hymenoptera (Apocrita) (Peters et al. 2017). The transition to a parasitoid lifestyle was associated with the evolution of numerous adaptations in behavior, morphology, and physiology (Whitfield 1998). For example, parasitoids critically depend on their ability to locate hosts, to successfully lay eggs on or in their hosts, to inject venom to immobilize their host and/or to antagonize their hosts’ immune response, and to metabolize a nitrogen-rich animal-based diet (as compared with a nitrogen-poor plant-based diet). Intriguingly, however, wasp-waisted Hymenoptera diversified far more (144,593 described species, > 90% of the extant species of Hymenoptera) than parasitoid sawflies (82 described species), indicating that the diversification of the Apocrita was likely promoted by the evolutionary acquisition of traits that parasitoid sawflies lack. Yet, the transition from phytophagy to parasitoidism and the factors contributing to the massive speciation of Apocrita have remained largely unstudied. The tremendous diversity, as well as the ecological and economical importance of Hymenoptera, have led the order to be the focus of a wealth of taxonomic, evolutionary, and ecological research (Quicke 1997; Grimaldi and Engel 2005; Sharkey 2007; Peters et al. 2017). However, most of the comparative genomic research on Hymenoptera has been focused on Apocrita and especially on the multiple origins of eusociality within this clade. As a result, all but one of the published draft genomes of Hymenoptera refer to species of Apocrita (Branstetter et al. 2018). The only published draft genome of a sawfly is that of the wheat stem sawfly, Cephus cinctus (Cepheioidea) (Robertson et al. 2018). The larvae of Cepheioidea are endophytophagous, feeding on a wide range of large-stemmed grasses, including economically important crops, and show an opportunistic cannibalistic behavior (Beres et al. 2011). As the sister group to Orussidae + Apocrita (Peters et al. 2017), the superfamily Cepheioidea represents an important lineage in the hymenopteran tree of life for understanding the possible onsets of parasitoidism. At the same time, the derived ecology of Cepheioidea, whose larvae are neither strictly phytophagous nor parasitoid, and its specific systematic position prevent the drawing of major conclusions on the composition of the ancestral genome of (phytophagous) Hymenoptera or on factors contributing to the disparate diversification of the parasitoid Orussidae and Apocrita.

Knowledge of the composition of the ancestral genome of Hymenoptera is fundamental for tracing the evolution of traits within Hymenoptera. In addition, due to the phylogenetic position of Hymenoptera as the sister group of all remaining holometabolous insects (Savard et al. 2006; Peters et al. 2014), the composition of the ancestral genome of Hymenoptera has major implications for understanding the evolution of holometabolous insects and their genomes. Previous studies on Apocrita have shown that the repertoire of immune response genes (Evans et al. 2006; Gadau et al. 2012; Barribault et al. 2015), of vision genes (opsins) (Henze and Oakley 2015), and the GC content (Standage et al. 2016) of...
Hymenoptera genomes are reduced compared with genomes of other insects. A reduction has also been found in the diversity and abundance of transposable elements (TEs), which are key drivers of genome size evolution in insects (Petersen et al. 2019), in social Apocrita (Kapheim et al. 2015). It remains to be investigated, however, whether these traits are characteristic of all Hymenoptera or whether they are specific to Apocrita. Also of interest are the origin and diversification of major royal jelly proteins (MRJPs), which were first discovered in the eponymous royal jelly (Hanes and Simuth 1992), a honeybee gland secretion fed by young worker bees to developing larvae and triggering queen development (Snodgrass 1925). These proteins are encoded by a varying number of genes (mrjp and mrjp-like) that are exclusive to Hymenoptera and have been found in all but one of their genomes sequenced thus far (Bonasio et al. 2010; Werren et al. 2010; Nygaard et al. 2011; Smith CR, Smith CD, et al. 2011; Smith, Zimin, et al. 2011; Kupke et al. 2012; Buttstedt et al. 2014; Kapheim et al. 2015; Sadd et al. 2015). The mrjp-like genes likely originated from yellow genes (Hanes and Simuth 1992), which are found across insects, but it is unknown when they originated and started to diversify in Hymenoptera. The current taxonomically biased distribution of genome sequencing data prevents the reliable inference of the ancestral features of Hymenoptera genomes and genomic traits that likely fostered the evolution of parasitoidism.

Here, we present comparative analyses of draft genomes of the ectophytophagous sawfly Athalia rosae and the parasitoid sawfly Orussus abietinus. Athalia rosae (Tenthredinoidea) is a representative of Eusymphyla, which a recent phylogenetic analysis suggests to be the sister lineage of all remaining Hymenoptera (Peters et al. 2017). Athalia rosae has retained the ancestral ectophytophagous lifestyle of Hymenoptera and feeds on crucifers (Brassicaceae), of which it is also an important agricultural pest (Sáringer 1974; Abe 1988). The species is readily bred under lab conditions, is currently being established as a model species, and is studied for a wide range of research questions (e.g., in developmental biology, Yamamoto et al. 2004; Sekine et al. 2015; on sex determination, Mine et al. 2017; and on chemical defense, Abdalsamee and Müller 2012). Orussus abietinus is a representative of the relatively species-poor group of parasitoid sawflies (also referred to as parasitic wood wasps), consisting exclusively of the family Orussidae. Like other orussids, O. abietinus is an ectoparasitoid of xylophagous larvae (beetles and wood wasps) developing in dead wood, a lifestyle considered to likely mirror the ancestral state of parasitoids (Peters et al. 2017). Orussids detect their hosts via vibrational sounding: the female wasps generate vibrations via frequent tapping of the antennae against the wood. The reflecting vibrations (containing information on the presence of host larvae in the wood) are in turn picked up by the forelegs and transmitted through the hemolymph to specialized organs, where they are transduced into nerve impulses (Vilhelmsen et al. 2001). If a host larva is detected, the female orussid lays an egg on or close to the host larva, which the orussid larva feeds upon when hatched (Ahnlund and Ronquist 2002). The anatomy of the orussid larva is simplified compared with those of other sawflies and is more similar to those of Apocrita (Vilhelmsen 2003). For example, orussid larvae lack eyes and legs (as do the larvae of Apocrita and in contrast to the larvae of sawflies) and their antennae and mouthparts are strongly simplified (Vilhelmsen 2003). These morphological characteristics are considered adaptations to a parasitoid lifestyle. Our analyses of the draft genomes of At. rosae and O. abietinus, including comparisons with those of other Hymenoptera, provide first insights into 1) the composition of the ancestral genome of Hymenoptera, 2) traits related to the transition from phytophagy to parasitoidism, and 3) features that enabled the massive speciation of Apocrita. We also revisit multiple long-standing ideas on hymenopteran genome evolution, the results of which highlight the importance of comprehensive taxonomic sampling in comparative genomics.

Results and Discussion

We sequenced and assembled the genome of the turnip sawfly, At. rosae, (Tenthredinidae; a representative of the phytophagous “Symphyta”; fig. 1A–C) and the parasitoid sawfly O. abietinus (Orussidae; a representative of the parasitoid “Symphyta”; fig. 1A–C) at a base coverage depth of 525× and 255×, respectively, from Illumina paired-end and mate-pair libraries using DNA of haploid males (supplementary section II.1, Supplementary Material online). After assembling the reads with ALLPATHS-LG (Gnerre et al. 2011) and scaffolding the resulting contigs using Atlas-Link and Atlas-Fill, the draft genome assemblies of At. rosae and O. abietinus span 164 and 201 Mb, respectively (fig. 1D). The assembly sizes closely match in silico genome size estimates (170 and 247 Mb) inferred from the 17-mer distribution in the Illumina paired-end reads. The two genome assemblies are of high contiguity (522 and 936 scaffolds with N50 of 1.37 and 2.37 Mb, respectively) compared with other Hymenoptera draft genome assemblies (supplementary file S1, Supplementary Material online). Assessments of gene space coverage using the Arthropoda gene set of Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO; Simão et al. 2015) further revealed that the genome assemblies encompass the majority (96% and 93%) of the expected protein-coding genes (supplementary section II.2.1, Supplementary Material online). The assemblies are close in size to that of the wheat stem sawfly, Ce. cinctus (Cephidae; 205 Mb; Hanrahan and Johnston 2011; Robertson et al. 2018), and fall within the lower range of the known genome sizes of Hymenoptera (98 Mb–1.3 Gb; Ardila-Garcia et al. 2010; Tavares et al. 2010; Gregory 2018).
In fact, the genome of *At. rosae* is the smallest of all Hymenoptera sequenced so far. The two sawfly genomes have a higher GC content than most apocritan genomes (sawflies: 41% and 45%; Apocrita: median 37%; supplementary section II.4.2, Supplementary Material online). This is consistent with the hypothesis that the low GC content of Apocrita genomes represents a derived state, possibly caused by high recombination rates associated with GC-
biased gene conversion (Wilfert et al. 2007; Niehuis et al. 2010; Kent et al. 2012). However, the cause and effect relationship of recombination rate and GC content remains to be disentangled.

Copy Number and Amino Acid Sequence of Conserved Genes and Gene Families Substantiate the High Quality of the Sawfly Draft Genomes

The evolution of the hymenopteran gene repertoire was studied in detail by manually annotating >1,000 protein-coding genes and noncoding RNAs in each of the two sawfly genomes. We found a wide range of genes and gene families to be conserved in amino acid sequence and copy number across Hymenoptera, consistent with a priori expectations, and confirming the high coverage of the sawfly genomes by the draft assemblies. Manually annotated and studied genes and gene families include ncRNAs, potentially laterally transferred genes, MiRPs, storage proteins, developmental genes, insulator proteins, DNA methyltransferases, silk proteins, elongases, desaturases, opsins, metallopeptidases, heat shock proteins, aquaporins, cuticular proteins, cysteine peptidases, candidate venom proteins, neuropeptides, protein hormones, biogenic amines, and their G-protein-coupled receptors, as well as genes related to chemoreception, immune response, autophagy, dosage compensation, RNA interference, antioxidants, sex determination, and oxidative phosphorylation. A full description and discussion of each of these genes or gene families is given in the Supplementary Material online (supplementary sections II.4.4 and II.5.1–25, Supplementary Material online).

TE Content and Activity

Diversity and abundance of TEs, and consequently genome size, have been found to negatively correlate with the degree of social complexity in Apocrita (Kapheim et al. 2015). This is possibly a consequence of high recombination rates and decreased exposure to parasites and pathogens in eusocial species (Kapheim et al. 2015). We found the relative TE content in genomes of Hymenoptera, identified with RepeatModeler (Smit and Hubley 2015) and RepeatMasker (Smit et al. 2015), to strongly correlate with genome size (Pearson’s product-moment correlation $r = 0.8, P = 0.003$; supplementary section II.3.5, Supplementary Material online) and to range from 4.7% (11.0 Mb) in the honeybee (Apis mellifera) to 27.4% (81.5 Mb) in the leaf-cutting ant (Acromyrmex echinatior) (fig. 1D and supplementary file S4, Supplementary Material online). TE sequence divergence analysis, based on intrafamily Kimura 2-parameter distances, indicates recent peaks in TE activity, largely caused by DNA elements, in most Hymenoptera genomes (supplementary fig. S5, Supplementary Material online). Interestingly, the At. rosae genome shows a TE content (5.1%) and TE activity spectrum that is, with the exception of a very recent burst of TEs, similar to that of the honeybee (fig. 1E). These results are intriguing, since they demonstrate that low TE content and overall low TE activity in Hymenoptera are not restricted to genomes of eusocial species and that consequently other ultimate factors seem to govern TE content evolution.

Apocrita Possess More Genes with Reduced Gene Structure Complexity than Sawflies

The automated MAKER protein-coding gene annotation pipeline (Cantarel et al. 2007) predicted 11,894 and 10,959 genes in the draft genomes of At. rosae and O. abietinus, respectively. The numbers of genes predicted in the two sawfly draft genomes are lower than the official gene counts of most other published Hymenoptera draft genomes (fig. 1D; Branstetter et al. 2018), but closely match the reported numbers of protein-coding genes in the draft genomes of C. cinctus (11,206; Robertson et al. 2018) and the European paper wasp, Polistes dominula (fig. 1D; Standage et al. 2016). However, comparing features of the predicted protein-coding genes across species using COGNATE (Wilbrandt et al. 2017) revealed that the total amount of protein-coding DNA in the two sawfly genomes (19.9 Mb in At. rosae and 17.7 Mb in O. abietinus) fits well into the known range of the metric in Hymenoptera (16–20 Mb; fig. 1D) and that the total amount of protein-coding DNA varies less than the number of genes across the published draft genomes of Hymenoptera. Proteins of the two sawflies are among the longest in Hymenoptera (median: 406 amino acids in At. rosae and 384 amino acids in O. abietinus; fig. 1D). The protein length increase results from a larger median number of exons (5.0; note that the sizes of exons in the sawfly draft genomes do not differ markedly from the average across Hymenoptera; supplementary section II.4.2, Supplementary Material online), compared with Apocrita (4.0).

Gene Order Is Constrained in Hymenoptera

Gene order is subject to change over the course of evolution due to recombination and rearrangement. Because genome-wide recombination rates vary substantially between Hymenoptera, with eusocial species likely exhibiting the highest rates (Wilfert et al. 2007), the rate of microsynteny (gene order conservation) decay is also expected to differ between lineages. Yet, previous studies have found extensive conservation of gene order across insects (Engström et al. 2007). Using protein divergence as a proxy for time, a linear decay of microsynteny over time has been found in insect genomes (Zdobnov and Bork 2007). Capitalizing on recently published Hymenoptera divergence time estimates (Peters et al. 2017) and exploring a more extensive taxon sampling within Hymenoptera, including the two sawflies presented here, we investigated microsynteny decay of conserved single-copy orthologs (SCOs) in this insect order. Comparing the fraction of SCOs that retain the same neighboring SCO in

---

pairwise comparisons between species in relation to the divergence times of each species pair using a custom Perl script (included as supplementary file S39, Supplementary Material online) revealed a close to linear loss of synteny over time (fig. 1F). The highest degree of synteny conservation was detected between the most recently diverged lineages (e.g., > 90% between honeybee and leafcutter bee; supplementary file S38, Supplementary Material online), irrespective of whether these lineages are eusocial or not. In fact, we did not observe an increase of genome shuffling in eusocial Apocrita. However, contrary to what was previously reported by Zdobnov and Bork (2007), we found a decrease in the rate of synteny loss across divergence times that span >240 Myr (fig. 1F). This retention of microsynteny over large evolutionary distances points to the presence of functional constraints on the preservation of local genomic structures or low rates of nonhomologous recombination and rearrangement. Functional annotation of genes remaining in microsynteny, using Gene Ontology terms, revealed significant enrichment (P < 0.05; weighted Fisher’s test and hypergeometric test) of a number of terms related to cell cycle and signaling, cellular and organelle organization, as well as development (supplementary file S2, Supplementary Material online). Notably, we found consistent enrichment of Wnt and Notch signaling, both of which are vital and complex pathways in embryonic development and tissue differentiation. A specific example of a conserved gene order was also revealed by manual annotation of opsin genes (supplementary section II.5.24, Supplementary Material online): we uncovered a close linkage of the long-wave sensitive (LWS) 1 and LWS 2 opsins, which was previously considered unique to the honeybee (Bao and Friedrich 2009), in the genomes of the two sawflies and of ten additional hymenopterans (interlocus distance: 6–7,583 bp; supplementary file S35, Supplementary Material online). The conserved LWS1/2 linkage thus represents an ancestral feature of all Hymenoptera and suggests the presence of a cis-regulatory constraint, preventing the loss of synteny between these genes.

Hymenoptera Gene and Protein Domain Repertoires Display a Reductive Mode of Evolution

A previous study reported that more genes were gained than lost in the evolution of protein-coding gene families in Hymenoptera (Rapport and Linial 2015). Here, we analyzed the evolution of gene families inferred from OrthoDB (Zdobnov et al. 2017) using the CAFE software (Han et al. 2013) and exploiting recently published divergence time estimates of Hymenoptera (Peters et al. 2017). We additionally identified protein domains as well as protein domain arrangements and inferred their respective losses and gains across the Hymenoptera tree applying the Fitch parsimony optimality criterion. In contrast to the study of Rapport and Linial (2015), we found a pronounced pattern of reduction of genes, gene families, and protein domains during the evolution of this insect order, with more losses than gains at most nodes (fig. 1C and supplementary file S41, Supplementary Material online). The pattern is contrasted by a large number of new protein domain arrangements uncovered at each node (supplementary fig. S11, Supplementary Material online), with more new arrangements than lost arrangements (fig. 1C). This result is consistent with the idea that domains can be reused and shuffled at a higher rate than new domains can emerge (Lees et al. 2016; Moore and Bornberg-Bauer 2012). Ultimately, reuse of functional units might compensate for the predominant trend of gene and domain loss as well as for gene family contractions (Lees et al. 2016).

MRJPs Were Already Synthesized by the Last Common Ancestor of Hymenoptera

MRJPs are an important component of the honeybee’s royal jelly, a gland secretion fed to developing larvae that determines the differential development of queens and workers (Snodgrass 1925). MRJPs and MRJP-like encoding genes have only been known to occur in Apocrita, presumably having evolved from a tandem-duplication of the Yellow-family gene y-e3 and subsequently expanded in multiple lineages (Drapeau et al. 2006; Butttstedt et al. 2014). Revising this scenario, manual annotation of MRJPII-encoding genes uncovered a single gene in the genome of O. abietinus and ten genes in the genome of At. rosae (fig. 2A and supplementary section II.5.5 and fig. S18, Supplementary Material online). The presence of a single mrjpl in the genome of O. abietinus is consistent with the hypothesis of a single ancestral mrjpl in Apocrita (Drapeau et al. 2006), but with its origin already in a stem lineage of all Hymenoptera. The evolutionary origin of mrjpl (> 281 Ma) is thus much older than previously thought. Phylogenetic analysis recovered mrjpl as sister group of the Yellow-gene y-x2 and not of the Yellow-gene y-e3 (fig. 2A and supplementary fig. S19, Supplementary Material online), despite a higher similarity of mrjpl in intron–exon structure with the latter (fig. 2B and supplementary section II.5.5, Supplementary Material online). This phylogenetic relationship also received statistically significant support (P = 0.0048; approximately unbiased topology test). The close relationship of mrjpl with y-x2 is especially surprising, given that y-x2 is spatially distantly located from the yellow gene cluster containing the mrjpl6 (e.g., in the genomes of Ap. mellifera and Nasonia vitripennis, they occur on different chromosomes; Drapeau et al. 2006; Butttstedt et al. 2014; in the genomes of At. rosae and O. abietinus, they occur on different scaffolds).

Hymenoptera Are Characterized by a Small Repertoire of Conserved Immune Genes

The canonical immune response-related gene repertoire involved in recognition and signaling pathways (immune genes)
of eusocial Hymenoptera was initially described as extremely reduced compared with the mostly conserved repertoire of solitary insects (Evans et al. 2006; Gadau et al. 2012). However, a more recent study suggested that a reduced immune gene repertoire might be a shared trait of Apocrita and is not strictly correlated with a eusocial lifestyle (Barribeau et al. 2015). Using profile hidden Markov models built from reference amino acid sequences of immune genes to scan the predicted proteins of Hymenoptera and a selected set of other insects, we found the numbers of immune genes to be largely similar among all investigated species of Hymenoptera (28–36 genes; fig. 2C and supplementary table S25, Supplementary Material online), although some lineages are characterized by the lack of specific genes (e.g., the IMD pathway gene Kenny is absent in several Aculeata). Although the genome of At. rosae has the largest number of identified response-related genes among Hymenoptera, our data do not show a clear trend between immune gene repertoire reduction and eusocial lifestyle. On the contrary, we found 32 immune genes in the genome of the eusocial honeybee, but only 29 in that of the solitary O. abietinus (supplementary table S25, Supplementary Material online). We also found that Hymenoptera are characterized by an overall small number of immune genes (median: 30) relative to other insects (median: 38; supplementary table S25, Supplementary Material online). The reduced number of immune genes in Hymenoptera is thus likely not related to the evolution of eusociality, nor is it a characteristic of Aculeata, but rather represents the ancestral condition in Hymenoptera. However, the reduced repertoire of recognition and signaling pathway genes, which are mostly conserved across solitary insects, in Hymenoptera does not necessarily imply a reduced immune response. A study investigating de novo infection response genes in N. vitripennis identified a large repertoire of new genes involved in the immune response, many of which were taxonomically restricted and rapidly evolving (Sackton et al. 2013). It remains to be tested if and how these novel immune response-related genes compensate for the reduction of the immune gene repertoire and also whether such a compensation has evolved in other Hymenoptera.

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png)

**Figure 2**—Evolution of hymenoptera yellow, MRJP/-like, and immune response-related genes. (A) Relationships of hymenoptera yellow, major royal jelly protein (MRJP), and MRJP-like (MRJPl) amino acid sequences, inferred under the maximum-likelihood optimality criterion, modeling invariable sites, and approximating site-rate variation with a discrete gamma distribution. Branch support is estimated from 1,000 nonparametric bootstrap replicates. MRJP and MRJP proteins of Athalia rosae and Orussus abietinus are highlighted in blue and red, respectively. (B) Gene structure comparison of mrjp and mrjpl genes and of two candidate sister group yellow genes, y-e3 and y-x2. Dashed lines indicate shared amino acid motifs conserved among species within each gene and between genes (supplementary section II.5.5, Supplementary Material online). Gene and motif lengths not to scale. (C) Heat map visualizing copy number variation in immune response-related genes between species. Modified Z-scores indicate the deviation from the median of each gene by SD units.
Loss of a Vision Gene Coincides with Transition to a Parasitoid Lifestyle

Light sensing is primarily mediated by the opsin gene family of G protein-coupled transmembrane receptors. Apocrita are known to have four rhabdomeric-type opsins (r-opsins) of three wavelength-specific subfamilies: one member of the short-wavelength UV-sensitive (SWS-UV) r-opsin subfamily, one member of the blue-sensitive (SWS-B) r-opsin subfamily, and two members of the long-wavelength-sensitive (LWS) r-opsin subfamily, introduced above as LSW1 and LSW2 opsins (Velarde et al. 2005; Wakakuwa et al. 2005; Henze and Oakley 2015). These r-opsins are differentially expressed in the photoreceptors of the compound eye retina and the ocelli (Velarde et al. 2005). The honeybee has also been shown to possess a fifth opsin, a member of the ciliary opsin gene family (c-opsin), which is expressed in two small cell clusters of the brain, likely mediating extraretinal light sensing (Velarde et al. 2005). Using known opsin amino acid sequences as references, we identified and manually annotated all four retinal opsins that had previously been found in Hymenoptera in the genomes of the two sawflies (fig. 3A and supplementary table S27, Supplementary Material online). This revealed that the molecular underpinnings underlying trichromatic compound eye vision, which has been documented by comparative physiological studies in the Hymenoptera (Peitsch et al. 1992), is highly conserved in the order. Furthermore, we found that the c-opsin is also present in the At. rosae genome (fig. 3A) and that the At. rosae genome is unique among Hymenoptera in containing a sixth opsin, Rh7 (fig. 3A). The Rh7 opsin is deeply conserved in arthropods (Senthilan and Helfrich-Förster 2016), but is not found in other Hymenoptera, suggesting that this opsin subfamily was lost in the stem lineage of Orussidea and Apocrita. In Drosophila, Rh7 opsin has been found to be expressed in the brain and is involved in the entrainment of the circadian activity rhythm by light (Ni et al. 2017). However, Rh7 opsin is also expressed in the photoreceptor cells of a mosquito species (Hu et al. 2014). Thus, besides identifying At. rosae as the opsin homolog richest hymenopteran species at this point, these findings revealed that the transition from photophagy to a parasitoid lifestyle in Hymenoptera was accompanied by a reduction of the opsin gene repertoire. This could be related to the extreme regression of the larval visual system as ancestral parasitoid larvae are thought to have developed in wood and were thus not exposed to sunlight (Vilhelmsen and Turrisi 2011).

Dietary Transition and Specialization Have Not Resulted in Change of Metabolic Capabilities

Phytophagous sawfly larvae, being mobile in the environment, can utilize multiple host plants or prey. In contrast, parasitoid larvae are restricted to a single host and the finite resources contained within this host (Jervis et al. 2008). To alleviate the severely limited resources available to each parasitoid larva (Slansky 1986; Jervis et al. 2008), some highly specialized parasitoids manipulate their host to increase nutrient availability (Vinson and Ivantsch 1980). As a consequence, many of these parasitoids have in turn lost the ability to synthesize these nutrients (e.g., lipids), possibly through the loss of synthesis pathway genes (Visser et al. 2010). However, the genomic changes of the metabolic gene repertoire associated with the transition from photophagy to parasitoidism and from generalist to specialist parasitoid have not been comprehensively characterized in Hymenoptera. We functionally annotated the predicted proteins of the photophagous sawfly (At. rosae), the generalist parasitoid sawfly (O. abietinus; host spectrum reviewed by Ahnlund and Ronquist 2002), and the highly specialized parasitoid wasp (N. vitripennis; host spectrum discussed by Peters 2010 and Desjardins et al. 2010) using the CycADS pipeline (Vellozo et al. 2011). We then inferred and compared metabolic pathways in the three species through a combination of a Pathway Tools (Karp et al. 2016) analysis and manual curation of the results. We found fewer genes with predicted metabolic functions in At. rosae (4,090; supplementary section II.5.10, Supplementary Material online) and O. abietinus (3,827) than in N. vitripennis (4,928). Despite these differences, we found a high level of congruence in the enzyme repertoire and in the metabolic pathways between all three species (fig. 3B and C). Surprisingly, the comparison of the predicted functions of the inferred enzymes and pathways did not reveal differences that can readily be attributed to dietary transitions or host specialization. The lack of any detectable reduction in the metabolic gene repertoire of the two parasitoids can possibly be explained by the propensity of adult parasitoid Hymenoptera to consume pollen, nectar, and plant tissue (Jervis et al. 1993), for which the ancestral metabolic gene repertoire is still required. The dietary transitions and specializations during the evolutionary history of Hymenoptera might consequently not have resulted in the complete loss of metabolism-related gene families, but might have instead caused a reduction in the copy number of genes, as was shown in mammals (Kim et al. 2016), or changes in gene expression and enzyme efficiency. Consistent with this idea, the manual annotation of genes that are likely related to the ability of At. rosae to deal with the chemical defenses of its host plant also reflects this pattern, revealed a reduced copy number of two candidate gene families in carnivorous and secondarily phytophagous species relative to ancestrally phytophagous species (supplementary section II.5.9, Supplementary Material online). A partial repertoire reduction could thus explain how the ability to synthesize lipids has re-evolved multiple times in parasitoid wasps (Visser et al. 2010).

Storage Protein Evolution Possibly Facilitated Transition to Parasitoidism

The efficient utilization of limited host resources by larvae and the allocation of these resources to the adult stage are
essential to the reproductive success of parasitoids (Jervis et al. 2008). Most Apocrita possess four hexamerin storage proteins (Hex70a–c and Hex110; Cristino et al. 2010; Martins et al. 2010), which provide energy and amino acids during non-feeding periods (Hagner-Holler et al. 2007). Utilizing reference amino acid sequences of known hexamerins, we identified and manually annotated all four previously known hexamerins of Hymenoptera in the genome of Orussus abietinus and all but Hex70c in the genome of Athalia rosae (fig. 3D). Comparing the amino acid content of Hymenoptera hexamerins, we found a unique and substantial increase of glutamine content (>100% increase relative to the average)—which is important in the management of nitrogen in insects (Weihrauch et al. 2012)—in the Hex110 protein of Orussus abietinus and of all Apocrita (fig. 3D). This change might have evolved in response to the increased nitrogen content in animal tissues relative to plant matter (Mattson 1980). Thus, the emergence of an additional hexamerin storage protein (Hex70c) and the increased level of glutamine in Hex110 in the stem lineage of Orussus abietinus and Apocrita possibly facilitated the transition from a herbivorous to a parasitoid lifestyle.

Odorant and Gustatory Receptors Were Likely Key Factors for the Diversification of Apocrita

Chemosensation receptors are paramount for vital insect behaviors, such as host detection in parasitoid wasps (Steidle and Schöller 1997). Hymenoptera detect most chemical compounds with transmembrane proteins of the odorant receptor (OR) and of the gustatory receptor (GR) multigene families. These families are very diverse in Apocrita and especially so in lineages with eusocial species (fig. 3E), where they possibly facilitated the evolution of eusociality by enabling kin selection (Zhou et al. 2012). We identified and manually
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**Fig. 3.**—Hymenoptera vision gene, metabolic, hexamerin, and chemoreceptor repertoires. (A) Phylogenetic relationships of Hymenoptera, Nephotettix cincticeps (Hemiptera), and Drosophila opsin genes inferred under the maximum-likelihood optimality criterion. Branch support is estimated from 500 nonparametric bootstrap replicates. (B) Number of unique and shared enzymes (Enzyme Commission numbers) in the proteomes of Athalia rosae, Orussus abietinus, and Nasonia vitripennis. (C) Number of unique and shared metabolic pathways identified in the proteomes of At. rosae, O. abietinus, and N. vitripennis, inferred from enzyme and gene ontology annotations. (D) Phylogenetic relationships of Hymenoptera hexamerins inferred under the maximum-likelihood optimality criterion. Branch support is estimated from 1,000 nonparametric bootstrap replicates. Colors indicate deviation of the amino acid glutamine (Q) from the average amino acid content in percent (%). (E) Copy number variation of odorant and gustatory receptor gene repertoires among Hymenoptera. Data referring to At. rosae and O. abietinus are taken from the present study, those of all remaining species from literature (Robertson and Wanner 2006; Robertson et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2012, 2015; Sadd et al. 2015; Robertson et al. 2018). Only full-length proteins comprising at least 350 amino acids were considered. Phylogenetic relationships taken from the study by Peters et al. (2017). Aech, Acromyrmex echinatior; Amel, Apis mellifera; Aros, Athalia rosae; Bter, Bombus terrestris; Ccin, Cephus cinctus; Cflo, Camponotus floridanus; Csol, Ceratosolen solmsi; Dmel, Drosophila melanogaster; Hsal, Harpegnathos saltator; Lab, Lasioglossum albipes; Mdem, Microplitis demolitor; Ncin, Nephotettix cincticeps; Nvit, Nasonia vitripennis; Oabi, Orussus abietinus.
annotated odorant and gustatory receptors in the two sawfly genomes utilizing the antennal transcriptomes of each species and a set of reference amino acid sequences of corresponding proteins in other Hymenoptera. In agreement with a recent study on Ce. cinctus (Robertson et al. 2018), we found considerably fewer GR- and OR-coding genes in the genomes of the two sawflies At. rosae and O. abietinus than in those of Apocrita (fig. 3E and supplementary section II.5.3, Supplementary Material online). In addition, our data indicate that multiple OR and GR gene lineages present in the herbivorous sawflies were lost during the evolution of parasitoidism (supplementary section II.5.3, Supplementary Material online). The large OR and GR gene repertoires of Apocrita are the result of subsequent and multiple independent expansions of those OR and GR gene lineages that were retained during the evolution of parasitoidism (supplementary section II.5.3, Supplementary Material online). Most intriguingly, the 9-exon OR subfamily, which has been implicated in the detection of cuticular hydrocarbons and is particularly expanded in eusocial species (up to 139 in the red harvester ant, Pogonomyrmex barbatus; Smith CR, Smith CD, et al. 2011; Zhou et al. 2012, 2015; Pask et al. 2017) is represented by only one copy in each of the sawfly genomes (supplementary fig. S16, Supplementary Material online). The expansion of the OR and GR gene repertoires in Apocrita likely improved the chemoreception abilities of apocritans and could thus have been a key factor in the evolutionary success of this group. Specifically, the improved chemoreception abilities may have facilitated the formation of new ecological niches by enabling efficient detection and differentiation of novel hosts in diverse habitats. Encountering new hosts is key for specialization (Schmid-Hempel 2011), which in turn enables parasitoids to evolve faster and adapt more readily to the host defense mechanisms (Kawecki 1998). Consistent with this idea, the species-poor parasitoid orussids identify potential hosts in wood via vibrational sounding (Vilhelmsen et al. 2018). The presence of candidate CO2 receptor genes in the genomes of phytophagous sawflies, in contrast to their absence in the genomes of the parasitoid sawfly and Apocrita, could thus indicate the functional involvement of the encoded receptors in host plant detection.

Conclusions

The results from our comparative analyses of the At. rosae and O. abietinus genomes call several previously widely held assumptions regarding characteristics and the evolution of Hymenoptera genomes in to question. It has been stated, for example, that Hymenoptera genomes are characterized by a low GC content (Standage et al. 2016; Branstetter et al. 2018). Considering the phylogenetic relationships of the investigated species, the high GC content of sawfly genomes does not represent a simple exception from a rule, but suggests that a low GC content is a derived state of only a sub-ordinate group of Hymenoptera, the Apocrita. Contrariwise, we uncover genomic attributes previously considered derived characteristics of highly specialized lineages (e.g., bees) to actually represent Hymenoptera ground plan features (e.g., presence of MRJPs and a reduced immune response gene repertoire). We also provide novel insights into genomic factors that may have facilitated the evolutionary success and the tremendous diversification of parasitoid and eusocial Apocrita (e.g., changes in storage protein and chemosensory receptor repertoires). The results of our study highlight the importance of taxonomic sampling for inferring ground plan characteristics of an organismal group. They furthermore lay the foundation for a variety of future lines of research (e.g., on the ancestral function of MRJPs and the possible fitness benefits of the CO2 receptors) by providing a valuable resource for comparative studies in the mega-diverse insect order Hymenoptera, which encompasses economically (Quicke 1997; Grimaldi and Engel 2005) and medically relevant (Moreno and Giralt 2015) species as well as important model organisms (Weinstock et al. 2006; Werren et al. 2010; Branstetter et al. 2018).

Materials and Methods

Samples and Extractions

All samples of At. rosae ruficomis Jakovlev, 1888 were derived from a strain maintained for >15 years, with occasional introductions of individuals from natural populations, in the laboratory of M. Hatakeyama (National Institute of Agrobiological Sciences NARO, Tsukuba, Japan). Total genomic DNA was extracted from adult haploid males originating from a single virgin female using the Gentra Puregene Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and following the manufacturers’ protocol. Total RNA was extracted from the whole body of 1) two adult males and 2) two adult females using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) as well as from the antennae of 3) 45 adult females and 4) 56 adult males using the RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and following the manufacturers’ protocol. Antennae from a given sex were pooled for RNA extraction. Samples of O. abietinus (Scopoli, 1763) were derived from a natural population of the species in the vicinity of Darmstadt (Hesse, Germany). Total genomic DNA was extracted from the mesosoma and the metasoma of two adult males using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany) and following the manufacturers’ protocol. Total RNA was extracted from 1) the mesosoma and
the metasoma of an adult male using Tri-Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany), from 2) a whole adult female using the NucleoSpin RNA II Kit (Macherey and Nagel, Düren, Germany), and from 3), the antennae of ten adult males using RNaseq Micro Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturers’ protocols.

Genome and Transcriptome Sequencing

We applied a whole-genome shotgun sequencing approach and prepared and sequenced libraries of three species with different insert sizes: 1) the antennae of an adult male wasp, 2) the metasoma of an adult female, and 3) the antennae of ten adult males. DNA was sheared using a Covaris S-2 system (Covaris, Inc., Woburn, MA) using the 180- and 500-bp program, respectively. For sequencing the antennae of an adult male wasp, 3- and 8- to 10-kb mate-pair libraries were prepared from DNA extracted from a single adult male wasp, whereas the 3- and 8- to 10-kb mate-pair libraries were prepared from DNA extracted from a single adult female wasp. The final library was amplified using DNA from four and 14 pooled males, respectively. For sequencing the antennae of an adult female, the genomics DNA was sheared using a Covaris S-2 system (Covaris, Inc., Woburn, MA) using the 180- and 500-bp program, respectively. Sheared DNA fragments were purified with Agencourt AMPure XP beads, end-repaired, dA-tailed, and ligated to Illumina universal adapters. After adapter ligation, DNA fragments were further size selected by agarose gel separation and were subsequently PCR-amplified with 6–8 amplification cycles using the Illumina P1 and Index primer pair and the Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA). The final library was purified using Agencourt AMPure XP beads, and the library’s quality was assessed with an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (DNA 7500 Kit) by determining the fragment size distribution. Long mate-pair libraries with 2-, 3- and 8- to 10-kb insert sizes were constructed according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Mate Pair Library v2 Sample Preparation Guide Art No. 15001464 Rev. A. PILOT RELEASE). Briefly, 5 µg (when preparing the 2- and the 3-kb insert size libraries) or 10 µg (8- to 10-kb insert size library) of genomic DNA was sheared to the desired fragment size with the aid of a Hydroshear (Digilab, Marlborough, MA). The obtained fragments were subsequently end-repaired and biotinylated. Fragment sizes between 1.8 and 2.5 kb (2-kb library), between 3.0 and 3.7 kb (3-kb library), and between 8 and 10 kb (8- to 10-kb library) were extracted from 1% low-melting agarose gel and then circularized by blunt-end ligation. The size-selected circular DNA fragments were then sheared to fragment sizes of 400 bp (Covaris S-2), the fragments were subsequently purified using Dynabeads M-280 Streptavidin Magnetic Beads, end-repaired, dA-tailed, and ligated to Illumina PE sequencing adapters. DNA fragments with adapter molecules on both ends were amplified for 12–15 cycles with Illumina P1 and Index primers. Amplified DNA fragments were purified with Agencourt AMPure XP beads. Quantification and size distribution of the final library were determined before sequencing as described above. All sequencing was performed on illumina HiSeq2000 sequencers, which generated 100–150 paired-end reads. Using a genome size estimate of 170 Mb as baseline (see supplementary section II.1.3.1, Supplementary Material online), we sequenced the five At. rosae libraries (i.e., 180 bp, 500 bp, 2 kb, 3 kb, and 8–10 kb) to base coverage depths of 240×, 62×, 57×, 109×, and 57×, respectively. Using a genome size estimate of 247 Mb as baseline (supplementary section II.1.3.1, Supplementary Material online), we sequenced the four O. abietinus libraries to base coverage depths of 77×, 27×, 77×, and 44×, respectively. The amount of DNA sequences generated from each of these libraries is given in supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online. For RNAseq data generation, poly-A mRNA was extracted from 1-µg whole-body RNA using Oligo(dT)25 Dynabeads (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), followed by fragmentation of the mRNA by heat at 94°C for 3 min (for samples with a RIN value of 3 or 3.3) or 4 min (for samples with RIN value of 6.0 and above). First-strand cDNA was synthesized using the Superscript III reverse transcriptase (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) and purified using Agencourt RNAClean XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA). During second-strand cDNA synthesis, dTNP mix containing dUTP was used to introduce strand-specificity. For Illumina paired-end library construction, the resultant cDNA was processed through end-repair and A-tailing, was ligated with Illumina PE adapters, and was then digested with 10 units of Uracil-DNA Glycosylase (New England BioLabs, Ipswich, MA). Amplification of the libraries was accomplished via 13 PCR cycles using the Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Master Mix (New England BioLabs, Ipswich, MA). We incorporated 6-bp molecular barcodes during this PCR amplification. The libraries were purified with Agencourt AMPure XP beads after each enzymatic reaction and were quality-assessed and quantified with the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 DNA Chip 7500 (Santa Clara, CA). The libraries were pooled in equimolar amounts prior to their sequencing. All libraries were sequenced with 101-bp read lengths on an Illumina HiSeq2000 sequencing platform. We collected the following number of reads from the whole-body RNA extract of At. rosae: 24,374,007 (adult male sample 1), 23,012,651 (adult male sample 2), 17,739,404 (adult female sample 1), and 8,869,760 (adult female sample 2). We collected the following number of reads from the whole-body RNA extract of O. abietinus: 32,320,562 (adult male) and 30,138,682 (adult female). Library preparation of the antennal transcriptomes, including poly-A enrichment, was performed using the NEBNext Ultra Directional RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The libraries were sequenced on a HiSeq2500 (Illumina, San Diego, CA), which
provided 100-bp long paired-end reads. In total, we sequenced 34,652,811 and 36,072,988 reads from antennal RNA extracts of *At. rosae* males and females, respectively. We collected a total of 20,906,900 reads from antennal RNA extracts of *O. abietinus* males. Antennal transcriptome reads were processed using CLC Genomics Workbench 7 (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), removing adapters during read import. Cleaned reads were assembled using the de novo assembly function with its default settings, retaining only contigs of >200 bp in length.

**Genome Assembly**

Genome sizes and individual library coverage were estimated with jellyfish (version 2.0) (Marçais and Kingsford 2011), using 17-mers of the 180-bp genome sequencing reads. Prior to assembly, we removed all adapters from the reads with the software SeqPrep (https://github.com/jstjohn/SeqPrep). The genomes were separately assembled using ALLPATHS-LG (version 35218) (Gnerre et al. 2011) and applying the BCM tools Atlas-Link (version 1.0) and Atlas gap-fill (version 2.2). The gene space coverage of the assemblies was assessed using BUSCO (version 1.1b1, Arthropod gene set) (Simao et al. 2015) and CEGMA (version 2.4) (Parra et al. 2007).

**Automated Protein-Coding Gene Annotation**

Protein-coding genes were annotated using the Maker 2.0 annotation pipeline (Cantarel et al. 2007), tuned specifically for annotating the genomes of arthropods. Specifically, the genome assembly was first subjected to de novo repeat prediction and CEGMA gene space coverage analysis; the latter for generating gene models for initial training of the ab initio gene predictors. Three rounds of training of the gene prediction programs Augustus (version 2.5.5) (Stanke et al. 2008) and SNAP (version 1.0b6) (Korf 2004) within Maker were used to infer a high-quality training set with a bootstrap method. Input protein data included 1 million peptides from a nonredundant reduction (if proteins shared > 90% amino acid sequence identity, only the first in the protein list was retained) of all Uniprot Ecdysozoa entries (1.25 million peptides; accessed July 2013), supplemented with proteomes from 18 additional species (i.e., *Strigamia maritima*, Chipman et al. 2014; *Tetranychus urticae*, Grbić et al. 2011; *Caenorhabditis elegans*, The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium 1998; *Loa loa*, Desjardins et al. 2013; *Trichoplax adhaerens*, Srivastava et al. 2008; *Amphimedon queenslandica*, Srivastava et al. 2010; *Stronglylocentrotus purpuratus*, Sodergren et al. 2006; *Nematostella vectensis*, Putnam et al. 2007; *Branchiostoma floridae*, Putnam et al. 2008; *Ciona intestinalis*, Dehal 2002; *Giona savignyi*, Small et al. 2007; *Homo sapiens*, International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium et al. 2001; *Mus musculus*, Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium et al. 2002; *Capitella teleta*, Simakov et al. 2013; *Helobdella robusta*, Simakov et al. 2013; *Crassostrea gigas*, Zhang et al. 2012; *Lottia gigantean*, Simakov et al. 2013; *Schistosoma mansoni*, Berriman et al. 2009) leading to a final nonredundant peptide evidence set of 1.03 million peptides. We additionally provided MAKER RNAseq transcription data derived from two males and two females (*At. rosae*) and a single male and single female (*O. abietinus*) to identify exon–intron boundaries. We also ran a heuristic script (included as supplementary file S42, Supplementary Material online) to identify and split erroneously joined gene models.

**Manual Annotations**

Gene models were manually annotated with the aid of Web Apollo (Lee et al. 2013) and the i5k interface (Poelchau et al. 2015). The manual annotation process was guided by multiple intrinsic and extrinsic evidence tracks: 1) cleaned RNAseq raw read data mapped onto the genome assembly using TopHat2 (version 2.0.12) (Kim et al. 2013) with its default settings; 2) transcripts of the respective species assembled with Cufflinks (version 2.2.1) (Trapnell et al. 2010); 3) transcripts of the respective species assembled with Trinity (version trinityrnaseq_r20140413p1) (Grabherr et al. 2011) and mapped onto the genome assembly using the Exonerate (version 2.20) (Slater and Birney 2005) fork Exonerate-gff3 (https://github.com/hotdogee/exonerate-gff3) with the est2genome model (selected options were: --model est2genome --showtargetgff yes –gff3 yes–showalignment no –showvulgar no –genseed 250 –best 2 –percent 50 –mintron 20 –maxtron 10000) and marking transcripts mapping to two locations with a custom Perl script. All manually edited gene models were submitted to an automated quality control and visual inspection before being merged with the MAKER annotations into the official gene sets (OGS). The automated QC procedure (supplementary section II.3.2, Supplementary Material online) detects ~50 types of formatting errors caused by manual curation. Some errors are automatically fixed, whereas other error types need to be manually reviewed by curators or administrators. Curators were provided with a list of errors to correct in Web Apollo. After a correction period, QC reports were regenerated and the procedure repeated until no errors remained. An in-depth description of the QC procedure is available on github (https://github.com/NAL-i5k/i5kNAL_OGS/wiki).

**Taxon Sampling**

The genomes of *At. rosae* and *O. abietinus* were compared with those of publicly available apocritan Hymenoptera and non-Hymenoptera insects. The selected Hymenoptera comprise the honeybee, *Ap. mellifera* (Weinstock et al. 2006), the bumble bee *Bombus terrestris* (Sadd et al. 2015), the alfalfa leafcutter bee, *Megachile rotundata* (Kapheim et al. 2015).
the white-footed sweat bee, *Lasioglossum albipes* (Kocher et al. 2013), the solitary bee *Dufourea novaangliae* (Kapheim et al. 2015), the leafcutter ant *Ac. echinatior* (Nygaard et al. 2011), the jumping ant *Harpegnathos saltator* (Bonasio et al. 2010), the Florida carpenter ant, *Camponotus floridanus* (Bonasio et al. 2010), the European paper wasp, *P. dominula* (Standage et al. 2016), and the parasitoid wasp *N. vitripennis* (Werren et al. 2010). The sampling covers the most diverged lineages and a significant fraction of the ecological width of the order. A comprehensive list of all genome assemblies and gene sets analyzed, including references, version numbers, and direct links to the data are given in supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online.

**TE Annotation**

Species-specific repeat libraries were generated using RepeatModeler (version open-1.0.8) (Smit and Hubley 2015) with the program’s default settings. The identified TEs were classified using a reference-based similarity search against RepBase (version update 20140131) (Jurka et al. 2005). Identified TEs were verified and annotation artifacts were removed by querying the identified sequences against the NCBI nr database (downloaded February 4, 2017) with BLAST+ (version 2.6.0) software suite (Camacho et al. 2009) using the software’s default settings, discarding candidates without hits against known TE proteins and domains. The filtered library was finally combined with the TE sequences of RepBase (version 20140131) referring to Metazoa and used to annotate TEs with RepeatMasker (version open-4.0.5) (Smit et al. 2015) applying the software’s default settings. Genomic TE coverage was calculated using the software “One code to find them all” (Bailly-Bechet et al. 2014) and intrafamily Kimura distances, used as a proxy for TE age distribution, were calculated using scripts available from the RepeatMasker (version open-4.0.5) software package. The full TE annotation pipeline was implemented in a custom shell script that is available on GitHub (github.com/mptrsen/mobiome). Testing for a correlation between genome size and TE content was done by applying a linear regression, Spearman rank sum method, and Kendall’s Tau within R (R Core Team 2017). We also applied the phylogenetic independent contrast (PIC) method (Felsenstein 1985) as implemented in the ape package (Paradis et al. 2004) to control for a potential phylogenetic effect.

**Comparative Analysis of Gene Structure**

The structural properties of the MAKER-inferred protein-coding gene set of the two sawflies were compared with those of the selected apocritan Hymenoptera and the red flour beetle *Tribolium castaneum* (Richards et al. 2008) using COGNATE (version 1.01) (Wilbrant et al. 2017) with the software’s default settings. The *N. vitripennis* assembly version 2.1 was used instead of version 1.0 and the NCBI release 102 annotations of the *N. vitripennis* and *B. terrestris* genomes were used instead of the eviogene and Gnomon 1.0 annotations, respectively.

**Orthology Prediction and Microsynteny**

The predicted sawfly genes were clustered along with those of other Hymenoptera in OrthoDB (version 9.1) (Zdobnov et al. 2017) and orthology assessed at the systematic level Holometabola, with *T. castaneum* as outgroup. To investigate Hymenoptera genome evolution on a microsyntenic level, we utilized the identified SCOs and the recently published Hymenoptera divergence estimates (Peters et al. 2017). SCOs represent conserved genes that likely evolve under similar constraints (Ciccarelli 2005) and have consequently been exploited as markers to quantify genome shuffling in insects (Zdobnov and Bork 2007). Using a custom Perl script (included as supplementary file S39, Supplementary Material online), the conservation of microsynteny was inferred as the fraction of shared SCOs that retain the same neighboring SCO between two species relative to their divergences time (supplementary section II.A.5, Supplementary Material online). Positional information of the SCO was extracted from the respective OGS. GO terms were assigned to all groups of SCOs (SCO) using the Argo2.5 web server (Lavezzo et al. 2016; http://www.medcomp.medicina.unipd.it/Argo2-5/, last accessed February 6, 2019) with the default settings, retaining only GO terms with a score of 200 or more, and InterPro2GO (Mitchell et al. 2019) (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOAv, last accessed February 6, 2019), using InterProScan with the default settings (version 5.33.72) (Mitchell et al. 2019). GO terms were assigned to each SCO when shared by ten or more species in the group. Testing for GO term enrichment in the SCOGs which remained in synteny across all pairwise comparisons (754) against the background of all SCOGs (3,983) was performed using topGO’s weighted Fisher test (weight01) (R package version 2.30.1) (Alexa and Rahnenfuehrer 2016) and qoStats hypergeometric test (R package version 2.30.1) (Falcon and Gentleman 2007).

**Gene Family and Domain Evolution**

Gene family and domain evolution was analyzed with CAFE (version 4.1) (Han et al. 2013), with coupled birth and death rates, using the orthology predictions (see above) and an ultrametric tree derived from a recently published Hymenoptera phylogeny (Peters et al. 2017) as input. Following the suggestions of the authors of CAFE, the birth and death rate was determined considering only gene families with fewer than 100 copies in each species before reanalyzing the full data set with the inferred rate. Protein domains were annotated in a subset of the selected genomes with Pfam (version 29) (Finn et al. 2016), using the provided “pfam_scan.pl” script with the default settings. The number of unique domains and domain arrangements (the linear
sequence of domains present in a protein without repeats) occurring in each species were determined. Presence and absence of domains among species were inferred using a custom python script (pyDomains; https://github.com/sklas/pyDomains) and the ETED python module (Huerta-Cepas et al. 2016). The gain and loss of domains at nodes of the tree were inferred applying the Fitch parsimony optimality criterion. Domains are considered as gained at a node if they were inferred to not have been present at the parent node. Likewise, domains are considered as lost if they were inferred to have been present only at the parent node.

**Major Royal Jelly Proteins**

DNA sequences of specific exons of yellow and mrjp-like genes of *Ap. mellifera* and *N. vitripennis* were used as query to search them with the BLASTX search algorithm with the default settings (BLAST web server hosted by the NCBI) against the reference genome assemblies of *At. rosea*, *O. abietinus*, and *L. alibipes*. All found coding sequences were manually curated and aligned along those of *Ap. mellifera*, *B. terrestris*, *M. rotundata*, *D. novaangliae*, *P. dominula*, *A. echinatior*, *C. floridanus*, *H. saltator*, *L. humile* (Smith, Zimin, et al. 2011), *N. vitripennis*, *T. castaneum*, and *Z. nevadensis* (Terrapon et al. 2014) (supplementary file S13, Supplementary Material online) at the translational level with ClustalW implemented in MEGA (version 6.0.6) (Tamura et al. 2013) with the default settings. We inferred a maximum-likelihood tree from the aligned amino acid sequences, using the WAG+F+R7 amino acid substitution model. Branch support was assessed from 1,000 nonparametric bootstrap replicates. Maximum-likelihood tree reconstruction was performed in IQ-TREE (version 1.6.6) (Nguyen et al. 2015) and the best-fitting model was selected using ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al. 2017) as implemented in IQ-TREE. Topology tests were done in IQ-TREE (version 1.6.8) using 1) likelihood-mapping (Strimmer and von Haeseler 1997) with four clusters (MRJPls, Y-e3, Y-x2, and all remaining Yellow proteins) and 2) an approximately unbiased test (Shimodaira 2002), testing the inferred ML-tree (MRJPsls and Y-x2 as sister-groups) against the alternative hypothesis (MRJPsls and Y-e3 as sister-groups) using 1 million RELL replicates.

**Immune Genes**

A set of immune genes was selected based on the Insect Innate Immunity Database (IID) (Brucker et al. 2012) and modified according to previous studies on Hymenoptera (Evans et al. 2006; Gadau et al. 2012; Barribeau et al. 2015). Immune genes were identified with the aid of profile hidden Markov models (HMM), utilizing reference immune response-related amino acid sequences obtained from OrthoDB (Version 9) and the NCBI protein database (including RefSeq; Pruitt et al. 2012). All amino acid sequences were aligned with MAFFT with the default settings (version 7.130) (Katoh and Standley 2013) and the HMM profiles were inferred with the software HMMER (version 3.1b1) (http://hmmer.org/) with the default settings. The HMM profiles were searched against the predicted proteins with the HMM search tool hmmsearch with the default settings. All immunity gene candidates were evaluated with a Pfam sequence search (https://pfam.xfam.org) to exclude false positives, retaining only candidate sequences with hits against known immune genes.

**Vision Genes**

Opsin-coding genes were identified using amino acid reference sequences of the corresponding proteins in *Ap. mellifera*, *Drosophila melanogaster*, and *T. castaneum* obtained from UniProt. Reference sequences were searched against the genome assemblies with the BLASTn software of the BLAST+ software suite (version 2.6.0) with the default settings. Candidate orthologs were reciprocally searched with the aid of the BLAST+ software suite, with the default settings, against the *Ap. mellifera*, *D. melanogaster*, and *T. castaneum* genome assemblies to sort out false positives. Finally, all verified opsin genes were manually curated within Web Apollo. Opsin amino acid sequences of *At. rosea* and *O. abietinus* were aligned to those of *Ap. mellifera*, *D. melanogaster*, and *N. vitripennis* (Pultz and Leaf 2003) using ClustalW (v2.1) (Larkin et al. 2007) with the default settings. Ambiguous alignment regions were excluded using the software TrimAl (version 1.3) (Capella-Gutierrez et al. 2009), implemented on the Phylemon 2.0 server (Sanchez et al. 2011) and applying the “Automated 1” settings. A maximum-likelihood tree was estimated with the MEGA software (version 6.0) and applying the JTT+G amino acid substitution model. Branch support values were estimated from 500 nonparametric bootstrap replicates.

**Metabolism**

We functionally annotated all predicted proteins of *At. rosea*, *O. abietinus*, and *N. vitripennis* with the CycADS pipeline (version 1.32) (Vellozo et al. 2011) (supplementary section II.5.10, Supplementary Material online) with the default settings. CycADS is an annotation database system that collects functional annotations predicted by multiple computational methods including BLAST2GO (version 2.5) (Götz et al. 2008), InterProScan (version 5.0) (Mitchell et al. 2019), Kaas-Kegg server (version 2.0) (Moriya et al. 2007), and Priam (March 13 release) (Claudel-Renard et al. 2003). Predicted EC numbers and Gene Ontology terms (GO) collected by CycADS were then processed with the Pathway Tools software (Karp et al. 2016) to infer enzymatic reactions and metabolic pathways that were finally manually curated and compared.
Storage Proteins
Hexamerins of selected Hymenoptera (Ac. echinatior, Ap. mellifera, Ca. floridanus, H. saltator) and an outgroup species, the termite Z. nevadensis, were downloaded from UniProt and used to identify hexamerins in the At. rosae and O. abietinus genomes using the software BLAT (Kent 2002) implemented in the i5k@NAL workspace, using an e-value cut-off of 1e-10. The reference sequences were aligned against the newly identified hexamerins of the two sawflies with MAFFT (version 7) using the E-INS-i algorithm with the default settings. The multiple amino acid sequence alignment was further processed with GBlocks (version 0.91b) (Castresana 2000) with the default settings. A maximum-likelihood tree was inferred using IQ-TREE (version 1.6.6) applying the best-fitting amino acid substitution model after the BIC criterion (LGþG4) as determined by ModelFinder. Branch support values were estimated from 1,000 nonparametric bootstrap replicates.

Odorant and Gustatory Receptors
Initial candidate genes were identified by querying reference amino acid sequences from Hymenoptera (Zhou et al. 2015; Robertson et al. 2018) against the MAKER-inferred gene set and the genome assemblies using TBlastN (version 2.2.31) with the default settings. Candidate gene models were manually annotated or corrected in Web Apollo considering raw reads and assembled transcripts of the antennal transcriptomes which were mapped against the genomes of the respective species using the “map to reference” function in CLC Genomics Workbench 7 (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) with the program’s default settings. Annotated gene models were queried against the assemblies along with those of other Hymenoptera to identify additional genes potentially missed by the initial annotation. Candidate nucleotide sequences were subsequently searched against the NCBI nr database with TBlastX to eliminate false positives with the default settings. Predicted amino acid sequences were aligned to those of Ac. echinatior, Ap. mellifera, N. vitripennis (Zhou et al. 2015), and Ce. cinctus (Robertson et al. 2018) using MUSCLE (version 3.8.31) (Edgar 2004) with the default settings. All resulting alignments were visually inspected and, if necessary, manually curated. Maximum-likelihood phylogenies were built using PhyML (version 3.0) (Guindon et al. 2010) under the best-fitting substitution model as determined by SMS (Lefort et al. 2017). Branch support was estimated through an approximate likelihood-ratio test (Anisimova and Gascuel 2006). All phylogenetic trees were visualized with FigTree (version 1.4.2) (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).

Software Availability
The custom Perl script used to infer pairwise microsynteny is provided in the Supplementary Material online (supplementary file S39, Supplementary Material online).

Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available at Genome Biology and Evolution online.
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